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1. INTRODUCTION 
This research announcement, which we hope will be shortly followed 
by a full development of the ideas sketched herein, continues the 
program initiated by Doubilet, Rota, and Stein [1] of showing how the 
fundamental results of classical invariant theory can be made purely 
combinatorial and characteristic-free by the systematic use of a normal- 
ization algorithm generalizing and extending an old idea of Alfred 
Young, which we have called the straightening formula. This program 
has been substantially carried forward in recent work by Procesi [2] 
and others. 
In contrast to our preceding paper, the results presented here break 
entirely new ground. It has been noted in the last three years that 
certain results of commutative algebra arising from classical algebraic 
geometry can be given formal analogs in the exterior algebra. This 
phenomenon is now under active investigation, and the results stated 
here could be fitted in this context. We first state two skew-symmetric 
analogs of the straightening formula; by analogy with the commutative 
case, we then define the notion of a skew-invariant form and state skew- 
analogs of the first and second fundamental theorems of invariant 
theory. We obtain on the way a skew analog of the notion of determinant 
that should prove of independent interest. 
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Our results have geometric interpretation in terms of invariants of 
tensors and sets of linear varieties which we must postpone to the full 
exposition of this work. 
2. THE SKEW-STRAIGHTENING FORMULA 
Let P be the noncommutative polynomial ring, over an arbitrary 
field h (actually, a commutative ring would suffice for most purposes) 
generated by variables (xi I/ ZL~), w h erel <i<mand 1 <j<H.The 
symbols xi and uj have no particular meaning in the present context, 
though they do in the geometric interpretation which will be expounded 
elsewhere. 
In the ring P we consider the ideal J generated by all elements 
The quotient ring P/J will be denoted S(~i , uj) and called the ring of 
skew products (xi jJ z+). 
Our first objective is to describe a remarkable basis in the ring of skew 
products. This basis can be characterized as the unique basis satisfying 
certain invariance properties, but we shall not do it here, as its applica- 
tions bear ample proof of its usefulness. 
To this end, we begin by defining the induced skew inner products. 
First, set 
where the yi are a multisubset (that is, a subset with repetition) of the xi , 
and the zli a multisubset of the ui . If yi = xjji , say, we shall say that 
the index of yi is the integer ji . If jr > j, and yr = xj, , y3 = xi. , we 
write yr > ya , and so on. 
A double skew tableau is a product of induced inner products (where 
the linear order of successive induced skew inner products matters): 
(y1 “‘Yk II VI .*. v,)(t, *.* t, 11 WI ... wup) *.. (sl ... s, 11 z1 ... z,), (*) 
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where: (a) the yi , ti, si are a multisubset of the xi, (b) the IZ’<, wi , zi 
are a multisubset of the ui , (c) k 3 p > *.. > q. The row-length of 
such a tableau is the vector with integer entries (k, p,..., q) indicating 
the length of the successive inner products. The column-letzgth (N, b,..., c) 
of such a tableau is defined as follows. The integer 0 is the number of 
induced inner products, the integer k is the number of induced inner 
products of length at least 2, etc. A left TOW of a double skew tableau is 
the multiset of all entries occurring on the left side of one induced skew 
inner product, for example, the multiset t, ... tI, in the same linear 
order. A right row is defined similarly. 
To define the columns of a double skew tableau, it is convenient to 
display it in the form of a double skew Young tablenu: 
3’1 ..* yk 1 WI ... Wk 
i ’ 
t, ... t, i WI ... w, 
’ 
. . . (>I 
Sl ... sq ii “* Zl ... s, I 
which stands for the product (*), that is, for an element of the ring of 
skew products. The first left column is the sequence (yr , t, ,... sr), the 
second left column is the sequence (ya , t, ,... sa) if q 3 2, otherwise a 
similar sequence which stops at an earlier row. Right columns are 
similarly defined. For example, the double skew Young tableau 
Note that repetitions are “counted in” the definition of induced inner 
product. Thus, for example, 
and the latter is equal to zero only in characteristic 2. The row-vector 
will also be called the shape of the double tableau. 
A double skew Young tableau will be called a skew tableau when it 
satisfies the following conditions. 
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(a) The indices in each row on the left do not decrease, so that 
?‘l \ yz \ < <a.. < y,; and similarly for the other rows; 
(b) the indices on each columns of the left increase strictly from 
the top down, for example yr < t, -:. ... -.:: si ; 
(c) the indices in each row on the right increase strictly, for 
example, cc’r < CL’~ <: 1.. v,,. ; and finally, 
(d) the indices on each column on the right do not decrease, for 
example, rr < wr < ... 5; z1 . Notice that this definition is markedly 
different from the definition of a double standard Young tableau given 
by Doubilet, Kota, and Stein [I]. 
Last, we define certain subspaces of the skew ring S(xj , zlj). Specifi- 
cally, given vectors (c, d,... ,) and (g, A,...) with integer components, we 
say that a tzonzxxishing monomial 
b’I ” q)(J’z i, es,) ... (.\<i; 2.,;) 
is ofjoint content (c, d ,...) and (g, h ,... ), when the multiset [yr , y2 ,..., y/1; 
contains c occurrences of the symbol x1 , d occurrences of the symbol 
x2 , etc., and similarly g occurrences of the symbol ZQ , etc. The set of 
all monomial with a fixed joint content spans a “homogeneous” subspace 
of the skew ring S(xj , Zlj) which we write S(C, n ,..., i; g, h ,... ). 
We are now ready to state our main results. 
THEOREM 1. If all etltries c, d ,..., g, h ,... equal 0 or 1, then oz’er an 
arbitrary jield the skew tableaux are a basis of the homogeneous subspace 
S(c, d ,...; g, h ,... ). 
THEOREM 2. For arbitrary entries c, d,...; g, h,..., the skew tableaux are 
a basis of the homogeneous subspace S(c, d,...;g, h,...) over a field of 
characteristic zero (hence over any jield of su#iciently high characteristic). 
3. SKEW INVARIANTS 
We now consider the skew ring S(si , zcj) previously defined, but in a 
new role. We shall assume throughout that m > n. We shall use geo- 
metric language, even though we shall not bother to justify it here. By a 
skew sector x1 we shall mean simply the ordered n-tuple of skew inner 
products ((x j/ ur), (x I/ uJ,..., (x jl ~1~~)). -4 1 inear transformation T = (tij) 
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transforms the skew vector x to the skew vector y whose skew components 
are 
(y II Ui) = i t&i II 4. 
j=l 
A polynomial function of the skew vectors “2*i , x2 ,..., x,, , in symbols 
F(x, , xg )...) x?~,), is simply a member of the skew ring S(xi , zlj) which is 
homogeneous in each xi . Such a polynomial function is said to be a 
skew invariant if 
F(Tx, , TX, ,..., TX,,,) = VT)& , 52 ,..., .~m), 
for every invertible linear transformation T, where h(T) is a constant 
depending only on T (it can be shown that X(T) is a power of the 
determinant of T). 
An example of a skew invariant is the skew-bracket 
1 s1 , x2 ,-.., 4 = C (sign 4(x1 I! uodx2 II uo2) ... (G II GJ 
where o ranges over all permutations of the indices 1, 2,..., n. Every 
homogeneous polynomial in the skew bracket is also a skew invariant. 
Remarkably, the converse is true: 
THEOREM 3 (Skew-first fundamental theorem). Let F(x, ,..., x,,J be 
a homogeneous element of the skew ring S(xi , uj), that is, a polynomial in 
the variables (xi /I ui)) such that F(x, ,..., hxi ,..., x,J = XkiF(x, ,..., x,) for 
each i. Suppose that F is a skew invariant. Then F is a polynomial in skew 
brackets of the form (*), over a field of characteristic zero. 
In analogy with classical invariant theory, an analog of the second 
fundamental theorem can be proved for skew brackets. It states that 
every identity among skew brackets is a consequence of the identities 
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for any permutation CT, and the syzygies 
[x1 , x2 ,.‘.> %J[?,I , y2 Y.,Ynl 
=- g1 [x1 > .Q 1..., xn-1 , ri1b5 , Y2 ,..., yi-1 1 .yn , yi+1 ,...I ml. (2) 
The formalization of these results can be carried out by the skew- 
straightening formula. 
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